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Teachers that participated

Gender

Female

Male

12 answers



Teachers that participated

12 answers



Previous experiences

Have you ever participated before in a school project concerning climate change?

Yes
No
I do not remember



Beliefs of knowledge

Do you know what climate change is?

Yes
No
I am not sure



Knowledge of climate change

Climate change is a result of…

Natural procedure

Human intervention

Both
I do not know



Climate change and humans

Can humans take action to stop climate change?

Yes
No
I am not sure



Concerns

How much concerned are about the following?

Not at all Somewhat Very

Climate change Extinction of 
wildlife

Air pollution Ozone depletion Ice cap melting



Energy sources

Which of the following energy sources are renewable?

Nuclear

Solar

Wind

Natural gas

Oil

Hydro

Coal



Energy sources

Which of the following energy sources can pollute the air?

Nuclear

Solar

Wind

Natural gas

Oil

Hydro

Coal

Nuclear power is considered by teachers 
as a factor of air pollution



Energy sources

Do you know which is the main energy source in our country?

Nuclear
Solar
Wind
Natural gas
Oil
Hydro
Coal
I do not know

* The main energy source in Greece is coal



Recycling

Does your school recycle? If yes which of the following materials?

Paper

Glass

Aluminium

Organics

Plastics

Textiles

Lamps
and batteries

* Our school only recycles paper, lamps and batteries 



Recycling

Do you recycle at home? If yes which of the following materials?

Paper

Glass

Aluminium

Organics

Plastics

Textiles



Energy saving practices at home

● 5 out of 12 teachers do not have energy saving practices at home
● 7 out of 12 try to conserve energy by:

○ Turning off electrical appliances (not in standby mode)
○ Only use the washing machines when they are full and with medium 

temperature water
○ Using energy saving lamps
○ Buying appliances that have a A+++ eco sign
○ Installing insulation on their houses so as to limit the use of energy 

for heating in winter and cooling in the summer 



Commuting

Which of the following do you use more often to commute?

Walking
Bicycle
By car
Mass transit


